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IMPACT FACT SHEET: WASH

WASH
WATER, SANITATION AND HYGIENE

Millions of people around the world don’t have access to safe water and  
adequate hygiene. Billions of people don’t have access to adequate sanitation.  

Too many people are dying from preventable diseases. This is where we come in.

THANKYOU WATER AND BODY CARE  
HELP GET WATER, SANITATION  
AND HYGIENE PROGRAMS TO  
VULNERABLE COMMUNITIES.
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OUR WATER, SANITATION AND HYGIENE PROGRAMS

Thankyou water and body care products have funded  

a range of water, sanitation and hygiene services across  

17 countries including:

/  BANGLADESH  /  BURUNDI  /  CAMBODIA  /  ETHIOPIA   

/  HAITI /  INDIA  /  KENYA  /  LAOS  /  MYANMAR   

/  PAPUA NEW GUINEA /  SRI LANKA  /  TANZANIA  

 /  TIMOR-LESTE  /  UGANDA  / VANUATU  /  VIETNAM  /  ZIMBABWE

With the support of our consumers, we have  

funded community selected, owned and managed  

solutions like:

/  WATER WELLS /  RAINWATER TANKS  

/  WATER FILTERS  /  GRAVITY-FED WATER SYSTEMS   

/  CONSTRUCTION OF SAFE TOILETS   

/  HYGIENE AND SANITATION EDUCATION
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ROMALDO
Timor–Leste 

WASH Program 2014–2015



THE ISSUE 

1 in 10 people worldwide don’t have access to safe water. 1 in 3 people  

don’t have access to adequate sanitation. 96 people per hour are dying from  

preventable waterborne diseases (WHO/UNICEF JMP, 2015). Lack of safe water  

and hygiene and sanitation has devastating impacts on all aspects of life.

     Health 
842,000 people die each year from diarrhoeal disease 

caused by a lack of access to water, sanitation and 

hygiene; with 98% occurring in developing countries 

(WHO/UNICEF JMP, 2015).

   Economic 
On average, women and children spend 200 million 

hours every day collecting water – that’s 8.3 million 

days or 22,8000 years (UNICEF, 2016). This is time 

they could spend building their livelihoods, earning  

an income and continuing to their education, breaking  

the vicious poverty cycle. 

     Gender 
Women who lack access to improved sanitation 

services are forced to go out in open areas where 

they are more susceptive to sexual harassment and 

violence. Girls often drop out of school when their 

school lacks private sanitation facilities (World  

Bank, 2014).

   Future 
443 million school days are lost each year due to 

water-related diseases (UNICEF, 2012). This means 

children are missing out on future job opportunities 

due to limited education. 
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Kenya 
Water program 2011–2012



THE SOLUTION

Every product from the Thankyou water and body care range helps get water and sanitation 

to people in need through community owned, managed and run life-changing solutions, 

which are carried out by our incredible impact partners and the local communities.

   Wells 
Wells are a typical solution to extract groundwater 

from a known water table. Drilling can either occur 

through mechanical or human means and the water 

from the source is carefully tested (before and after 

the project implementation) to ensure that it is safe  

to consume. 

    Water Pans 
Water pans are basically large outdoor catchments  

for rainwater and are usually used in conjunction  

with household solutions such as filters so that  

both safe and clean water access is provided to  

the entire community. 

    Water Filters 
This relatively inexpensive solution is usually built 

using locally made or sourced materials. Used in 

households, these filters provide families with  

access to safe and clean water using a combination  

of slow sand filtration and biological processes to 

filter out the majority of harmful pathogens from the 

water source.

     Gravity-Fed Water Systems 
This water solution is generally used in mountainous 

terrain where spring water is found in naturally 

occurring catchments. Piping is used to connect rural 

communities with the water supply from these springs 

with tap stands installed in each community through 

which communities can get safe access to clean water. 

    Rainwater Tanks 
Rainwater tanks are used where there is adequate 

rainfall in the region but no place to store it. The  

tank collects rainwater from the guttering of the  

roof, filters it and safely stores it. 

    Public Awareness Campaigns 
These campaigns are all about educating communities  

on the importance of health and hygiene practices 

through wide-reaching and relatable communication 

channels such as print, public signage, television,  

and radio.

    School-Based Sessions 
These sessions aim to educate school kids on hygiene 

and sanitation behaviours. They’re given creative 

educational materials like posters, wall-art, colouring 

books and songs to establish safe hygiene practices 

that will stay with them for life. 

    Community-Based Sessions  
These sessions make it possible for people to learn 

about hygienic behaviours at a community or 

household level. Both program staff and key members 

of the community teach everyday hygiene and 

sanitation practices like washing your hands  

with soap.

    Infrastructure  
Knowledge is wasted if people don’t have access to  

washstands and safe toilets. That’s why we also fund 

sealed, safe toilets and bathroom infrastructure, with  

a special emphasis on schools and the most 

vulnerable houses in the community. 
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India 
WASH Program 2013–2014



THE IMPACT

Access to safe water and improved hygiene and sanitation  

bring fundamental improvements to people’s lives. 

     Health 
Globally improving water, sanitation and hygiene  

has the potential to prevent 6.3% of all deaths 

occurring annually (WHO, 2008). Access to safe 

water, sanitation and hygiene could save 96 people 

every day (WHO/UNICEF JMP, 2015).

   Economic 
For every US $1 invested in water and sanitation, 

an average return of US $4 is returned in increased 

productivity, primarily based on improved health  

and more time to work (WHO, 2015). This translates 

into an increase in opportunities to use time in a  

more productive manner and a step towards  

breaking the poverty cycle. 

     Gender  
With easy access to local safe water, women no  

longer have to spend countless hours collecting  

water, allowing more time to invest in their families 

and livelihood (UN, 2013).

     Future  
Equipping communities with skills and knowledge  

to maintain their own water sources and safe hygiene 

practices ensures that knowledge remains within  

the communities and empowers communities to  

be self-sufficient in being active owners of a  

healthier future. 
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READ MORE ABOUT DEBRA’S STORY HERE 

DEBRA
Zimbabwe 
WASH program 2014–2015

https://medium.com/thankyou-australia/debra-s-story-c81e17fe0324#.oo7mcac7v

